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Beaches are not only meant for those who are physically fit and are capable of playing and running
on the sand. Physically challenged individuals too could visit the beaches and enjoy to the fullest.
They too now can embrace the beautiful sea and get suntan. Are you wondering how this is
possible?

Well, the credit goes to the Rolleez beach wheel chair. The moments you spend with your loved
ones on the sun lit beautiful shores will remain candid forever. Wetting your legs in the seawater can
mesmerize you like never before. The set wheels of a standard and mobile wheelchair will plow or
sink into the sandy and soft terrain of a beach. However, with this specially designed beach
wheelchair, you can easily access any beach.

Are the beach wheel chairs really helpful?

Hippocampe beach wheel chairs are another set of chairs that enables people to have the absolute
fun by the seashores. Such mobility chairs are featured with large and soft balloon type of wheels.
These wheels are tough and light on sand. You'll be able to move around on dry as well as on wet
sand. Navigation is made easier by the wide and hefty wheels. With these wheels, you could also
move around on the uneven surfaces.

All the beach wheelchair models are made up of materials that are water-compatible and therefore
they are light in weight. These wheelchairs can be easily stored, assembled and disassembled.

It is advisable that you buy these wheelchairs after a thorough research on the internet. The official
website of the Rolleez beach wheelchair can provide you with detailed information about all their
products.

What are the features of the rolleez wheelchairs?

All the wheels are manufactured with durable materials. The backrests and seats of such
wheelchairs are available in many colors like Navy Blue, Grey and other combinations. The wheel
hubs are produced from the poly-nylon materials in order to make them corrosion free due to salt
water.

The footrests have linear positioning and telescopic adjusting length, including the angle adjustment
in four directions. The seating of these chairs is extremely comfortable and can be adjusted
according to your comfort. It also has a U.V. inhibitor. This type of chair cannot be taken in water
that is over 10 inches deep. You'll also need to be careful while the sea is a bit rough.

You can opt for the hippocampe beach wheelchair conversional kits that have axle mouths and four
wheels. These wheelchairs are designed amphibiously to offer you with great comfort and
accessibility. They can be run over both, land and water. It will be best for you to purchase a good
quality beach wheelchair, which gives you a comfortable ride even in swimming pools and calm
water of the oceans. However, the great news is that there are quite a good number of beach
wheelchair manufacturers who produce models that can provide you with the same pleasure and
accessibility like the able beach goers experience.
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William Smithaa - About Author:
Beach wheelchairs plays an important role in the lives of physically challenged people. That's why it
is great to have a Rolleez beach wheelchair or a Hippocampe beach wheelchair to visit the beaches
and enjoy the fullest.
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